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from Hospital Series
 

seventy beggars and a shirt that shattered

into nothing, for a whim I stretched out into 

nothing and all was laurel and benefaction, the

king of the poor benefacted, slithering camel. A rain

hard, fine, penetrated, in need of assistance

I penetrated rooms furnished for a real life

that in uppercase shifted from mine, kindly

obliging were those condemned to death. Invites

slithered through the rainy hinges of a permeable

city: not a single hidden animal demolished 

the goats marching ecstatic through the Trinity 

mountains: a camel, two Indians and the people expert

in all arts, music and mathematics, the rage    

of realizable dreams. Lost in a tub of shadows

white cobwebs and dusty eyelashes,

specks and small pearls in the paltriest rain

decided wisely on a closed life.
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*
 

settanta pezzenti e una camicia che si rompeva

nel nulla, per un capriccio io mi stendevo nel

nulla e tutto era alloro e beneficenza, benfatto

il re dei poveri, cammello che strisci. Una pioggia

dura, sottile, penetrava, per un bisogno d’assistenza

io penetravo in camere arredate ad una vera vita

che con le maiuscole si scostava dalla mia, gentilmente

servizievoli erano i condannati a morte. Inviti

strisciavano per i cardini piovosi d’una città

permeabile: nessuna bestia nascosta spolverava

le capre che marciavano estasiate per i monti della

Trinità: un cammello, due indiani e la gente maestra

di tutte le arti, musica e matematica, il furore

di sogni realizzabili. Perduta nella vasca d’ombre

le ragnatele bianche e la polvere per le ciglia,

granelli e piccole perle sotto una pioggia miserissima

decidevano per il meglio una vita chiusa.
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from Hospital Series
 

Two monkeys plough the soul with invisible tracks, the 

heart suffered for it, old sentinel, tough, corrupt, mustached,

drunk, hopeless yet anticipating the entire curved sky 

in hand. The heart has a hand? you ask and 

irony too with its hand (riddled with biscuits) 

sketches or scratches a trembling arabesque 

on the opaque hills of the brain: irony is a needle, the storms drench 

lascivious blood with opaque sorrows, oh how breath rushes

 

to put off the sentinels! (here madness you arranged a 

kind of party, you set me free).

 

*

 

Due scimmie solcarono l’anima di tracce invisibili, ne

soffrì il cuore, vecchia sentinella baffuta, corrotta, 

ubriaca, tenace, senza speranza eppure aspettandosi l’intero

curvo cielo in mano.  Il cuore ha una mano? chiedi tu e

l’ironia anch’essa con la sua mano (crivellata di biscotti)

disegna o gratta un arabesco tremulo sulle colline opache

del cervello: l’ironia è un ago, le tempeste bagnano di

opache tristezze il sangue lascivo, oh come corre il fiato

 

a smozzare le sentinelle!  (qua follia arrangiasti tu una

specie di festa, mi liberasti).
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from Hospital Series
 

Severe the three condemnations. Split from the archipelago we were

swept away by the river, inorganic sequence, earth and sea spit

blood instead. As you left I admired myself in the vast

archipelago of my mind so severe, logical,

desperate with such emptiness: a battle, two, three battles

 

lost. But the furor of our glances, you lantern

that you thought you guided, me a broken handle, but the furor 

of our two glances blockaded us: the victory foreseen

the battle won the bandits stronger than us, the union

of two souls a tarantella.

 

*

 

Severe le condanne a tre. In rotta con l’arcipelago fummo 

travolti dal fiume, inorganica vicenda, terra e mare sputavano 

sangue invece. Mentre tu partisti, io mi rimirai nel vasto 

arcipelago che era la mia mente molto severa, logica, 

disperata di tanto vuoto: una battaglia, due, tre battaglie

 

perdute. Ma il furore dei nostri sguardi, tu lanterna

che credevi guidare, io manovella rotta, ma il furore

di questi nostri due sguardi c'inceppò: la vittoria scontata 

la battaglia vinta i banditi più forti di noi, l’unione 

di due anime una tarantella.
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from Hospital Series
 

               Your watercolors disordered my mind

chatty from the wintering. With the dismantling of

spring, boats in the storm, again I staired the cleverly

colored merry-go-rounds: your sunken treasure

my sunken treasure. The brush vibrated sweetly

in the modesty of a hovel disordered for winter

endlessly cruel, your sleeping hidden

from my prayers, a distancing from the railway

that instead often moved towards my head, tilted

when there was light.

 

And the light disordering itself in equal parts evolved

economic colorations on the railroader’s map.

 

    Pale, exhausted, irascible, you chased off swallows

while I painted equally enamored with

nature and my own need.
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*

 

Le tue acquarelle scomponevano la mia mente

loquace per l’invernizio. Con lo scompiglio della

primavera, nave in tormenta, io scalinavo ancora

per le giostre colorate con astuzia: il tuo il mio

tesoro affogato. Il pennello dolcemente vibrava

nella modestia di un tugurio scomposto per l’inverno

che fu una crudeltà continua, un tuo dormire nascosto

dalle mie preghiere, uno scostarsi dalla ferrovia

che spesso invece s’accostava al mio capo, reclino

quando v’era luce.

 

E la luce scomponendosi in parti eguali evolse

economiche colorazioni sulla carta del ferroviere.

 

Pallido, estenuato, iracondo, stornavi rondinelle

mentre io dipingevo egualmente innamorata della

natura e del mio bisogno.
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from Hospital Series
 

From relief to relief, the white stripes the white papers

a relief, from passage to passage a new bicycle

with bleach that sprays the cemetery.

 

From relief to relief with the white jacket that juts brownish 

over the abyss, belief tattoos and telephones in a row, while

waiting for the honorable Rivulini I unbuttoned myself. From house to house

 

I telegraph, another bicycle please if you can somehow

rush it. From relief to relief you push my yellow

bicycle, my smoking transitives. From relief to relief all

 

the papers scattered over the ground or over the table, smooth in believing

that the future waits for me.

 

Let the future wait for me! Let it wait wait for me the biblical

future in its grandeur, a contorted fate I didn’t find

while browsing through the butchershops.
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*

 

Di sollievo in sollievo, le strisce bianche le carte bianche

un sollievo, di passaggio in passaggio una bicicletta nuova

con la candeggina che spruzza il cimitero. 

 

Di sollievo in sollievo on la giacca bianca che sporge marroncino 

sull’abisso, credenza tatuaggi e telefoni in fila, mentre

aspettando l’onorevole Rivulini mi sbottonavo. Di casa in casa  

 

telegrafo, una bicicletta in più per favore se potete in qualche

modo spingere. Di sollievo in sollievo spingete la mia bicicletta

gialla, il mio fumare transitivi. Di sollievo in sollievo tutte

 

le carte sparse per terra o sul tavolo, lisce per credere

che il futuro m’aspetta.

 

Che m’aspetti il futuro! Che m’aspetti che m’aspetti il futuro

biblico nella sua grandezza, una sorte contorta non l’ho trovata 

facendo il giro delle macellerie.
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from Hospital Series
 

Seeking in the evening shatter a less suitable

hideout than this one that stimulates my

reflexes with its long obligatory tassels. Or

unearthing an obligatory cruelty among

the grass infused with tenderness that day

you’d fixed your eyes on the spring furrow

entrancing the animal world with glassful

tears that don’t fall, get tangled up

in your all-rose sleep.

 

Seeking a sleep that permits some badly placed

rest a slender shadow, that youth

lost amid hardships, when you gilded

the book of hours.

 

*

 

Cercare nel rompersi della sera un nascondiglio

meno adatto di questo che stimola i miei

riflessi in lunghe nappe obbligatorie. O

ritrovare fra le erbe frammiste di tenerezza

un'obbligatoria crudeltà il giorno che

tu fermasti gli occhi al solco della primavera

incantando un mondo di bestie con vetrali

lacrime che non scendevano ma s'imbrogliavano

nel tuo sonno tutto rose.

 

Cercare nel sonno che concede qualche mal

posto ristoro un'ombra gracile che fu quella

giovinezza persa fra stenti, quando doravi

il libro d'ore.
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Amelia Rosselli (issue 2) (1930-1996) is one of the most influential voices in

Italian twentieth century poetry. Her books of poetry include Variazioni

Belliche (1964), Serie Ospedaliera (1969), and Documento (1976). Famous

for her multilingualism, Rosselli wrote in Italian and English and occasionally

in French. Her English poems have been collected as Sleep-Sonno (1992).

English translations of Rosselli’s Italian writing include War Variations, (Green

Integer, 2006, trans. Lucia Re and Paul Vangelisti) and The Dragonfly

(Chelsea Editions, 2009, trans. Deborah Woodward and Giuseppe Leporace).

 

Diana Thow (issue 2) holds an MFA in literary translation from the University

of Iowa. She has published her work in The Iowa Review,Mare Nostrum, 91st

Meridian and Words Without Borders. She received a 2009-2010 Fulbright

grant to Italy for her work on Amelia Rosselli.  She currently lives in Berkeley,

where she is pursuing a Ph.D. in Comparative Literature.
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A conversation with translator Diana Thow
 

Transom:
What made you decide to bring Rosselli into English?

 

Thow:
I took Lawrence Venuti’s translation workshop at Temple University, Rome, as

an undergraduate. I was not familiar with his name or his scholarship, and I

had never really thought about the practice of literary translation—I ended up

in the class by dumb luck. But I had been studying and writing poetry and so I

wanted to translate an experimental poet, preferably female, for the workshop.

I asked Professor Venuti for suggestions, and he suggested I look into

Rosselli. I found a selected edition of her work at the now defunct Libreria

delle Donne on Via dei Fienaroli in Trastevere—Rosselli’s old neighborhood in

Rome—and I began to translate a few poems from that book. This was 2002,

six years after her death, and though very fine translations were scattered

here and there in journals and anthologies, no editions of her work had yet

been translated into English.
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Thow:
Translating for me then was my only way of reading the poems carefully,

getting inside them, as you are trained to do in college literature classes. I was

drawn in by the elliptical, private worldview presented in the poems, which

was intensified by my private act of translation. At every turn there was a

puzzle or a mystery. I’ve been working on Rosselli since, I have read through

her papers and spoken with scholars and people who knew her in Rome. The

mysteries may have transformed a bit, but they have never really fully

unraveled for me. I don’t expect they ever will. On the one hand this

inaccessibility is sort of upsetting for a translator, but on the other it is also

essential in moving forward. No translation is ever definitive, and with Rosselli

there is no illusion that it can be. I mention this because I believe that in some

ways Rosselli's best readers are language students, those who are in

between complete fluency of a language, who can still revel in the dissonance

or beauty of a sound or a construction. Rosselli herself grew up in between

France, the UK, the US, and Italy, though she didn’t choose to call Italy home

until she was in her late teens. She plays with Italian in such an earnest way

(at times joyful, at times devastating), and asks it to reveal correspondences

with her other languages (English and French). In some ways her ideal

translator is one who feels a little foreign in their own language and in the

language they are translating from, to replicate this sense of correspondence

and earnestness. If you have access to only one language, Rosselli’s

complexities can be easily flattened.
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Transom:
What challenges did you face when translating Hospital Series in particular?

 

Thow:
These are very dense, complex poems in the Italian. There's an alternate

aesthetic here, which has to do with Rosselli's own theory of prosody. Striking

a balance with that was definitely a challenge. Rosselli had an idiosyncratic,

almost synesthestic metric system (delineated in her essay “Spazi Metrici”)

that she developed out of her own studies of music theory, experiments with

chance and atonal music (that the poems are a “series” already suggests the

musical connection), a visual obsession with text and typography, as well as

studies of light and color. During the composition of Serie Ospedaliera, which

is her second book, she was re-reading Italian greats such as Dante,

Petrarch, Montale, and claimed to be influenced by their prosody as well.

 

In the first poem ("seventy beggars and a shirt that shattered") I puzzled over

how to render the shift from beneficenza (charity) to benefatto (the past

participle of the verb benefare, an antiquated term for doing good works) and

still render the archaic quality and the slide from one to another. In general I

try to honor the Latinate roots between English and Italian when possible, as a

reference to Rosselli's own bilingual palette. My solution here was

benefaction/benefacted, the transformation of these words leading to the

surprising image of a serpentine camel: "all was laurel and benefaction, the /

king of the poor benefacted, slithering camel..." Here the images, specifically

the Trinity mountains, signal a deeper and perhaps spiritual vocabulary. I

think. In moments like these I just hang on and try to translate as literally as I

can.
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Thow:
In "Two monkeys plough the soul with invisible tracks" I translate biscotti,

which by now is a term familiar to anyone who frequents Starbucks, (though in

Italy the word really just means cookies of any kind) to "biscuits." This

references Rosselli’s very British English—her mother was British. The very

typical Rossellian gesture here, though, is smozzare, which is a neologism, a

mashup of mozzare, which means to chop off, and smorzare, which is to put

out, as in a flame. Though I usually try to invent something where she does,

for lack of a better solution I translated this as "put off."

 

In the first line of "Your watercolors disordered my mind," I absolutely couldn't

replicate the gesture she makes here, due to the nature of English. She turns

a masculine noun (watercolors/acquarelli) feminine (acquarelle). This is a

technique she uses in her first book, Variazioni Belliche—in fact the whole first

line is borrowed from a poem in that collection. It is very common for Rosselli

to self-cite, articulating a technical, almost obsessive, interiority. Invernizio

("wintering") is another neologism in Italian, "-izio" is a suffix that comes from

the Latin, (ie. giudizio,/judgment, but I also hear inizio/beginning). In this poem

the sonic backbone is an associative chain of words with the "sc" sounds

(scomponevano, scompiglio, etc). "sc-" in Italian is a slightly destructive,

negative prefix, like our "dis-," so I tried to replicate that accumulation of

disjunction in the English version.

 

A constant struggle for me in translating Rosselli is to resist the urge to over-

polish the rough edges while translating, which is hard since that’s usually part

of the process. Rosselli lives in her unpolished passages, it’s her earnestness,

or urgency, that really marks her.
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Transom:
What was going on in Rosselli's world when she wrote Serie Ospedaliera?

 

Thow:
Rosselli dates the Series from 1963-1965. This was an incredibly productive

time for her: she was in her mid-thirties, living in Trastevere. Her social and

literary scene in Rome included Alberto Moravia (her father’s cousin), Carlo

Levi, Pier Paolo Pasolini, Carmelo Bene, and Antonio Porta. She participated

in meetings of the avant-garde poetry group Gruppo 63, but critiques the

group in the Series, self-consciously distancing herself from it. In 1964 she

publishes her first book, Variazioni Belliche, with the aid of Pasolini, which

was well received. She also suffers a series of nervous breakdowns during

those years. Rosselli was never comfortable with the diagnosis of paranoid

schizophrenia that she was given for her disturbances, and preferred to think

of her illness in other terms. As much as a hospital is a symbol of illness and

unrest for Rosselli, she also associates the collection with healing and

progression, saying in an interview with the critic Giacinto Spagnoletti in 1987: 
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Dreamburgh, Pennsylvania
For David Blair

 

 

Rosy little bridges of goodbye

staple the valley together

over the shaving cut 

of this river whose waters

don’t make you forget

like that dank rill 

in the underworld

but remember odd miraculous

thrills from middle school 

like the sound of Velcro

ripping apart when you tore

open your fire-red 

Ferrari Trapper Keeper

to pages of notes

about otters 

or the paper football 

you flicked

into Jean Shebleski’s 

precocious cleavage the river

cluttered with scows 

sailboats barges

and prismatic oilspills

where people catch blind fish

and make a wish

when they throw their empties 

in and some days 

you think everyone 

should wear a bright orange 

life vest and bob around

on the water here 
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in Dreamburgh, Pennsylvania

where the buses are powered

by the collective goodwill

of the people the litter

is beautiful most everyone

recycles and we think about death

only once in a great while.
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White Bowl Filled with Water
 

I slice the baffling purple

pawpaw flowers 

from a dry branch

into a white bowl 

filled with water.

The petals peel apart

after ten days 

on the dining room table

and stain the bowl

a faint blue.  My daughter

calls it a bowl of sky.

We never wash it

and we can’t explain

to her why 

the pawpaw fruit 

is green.  The dark,

greasy seeds

disturb her, and when

she is older she 

will hardly

ask me anything.
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Joseph P. Wood (issue 2, issue 7) is the author of four books and five

chapbooks of poetry, which include YOU. (Etruscan Press, 2015) and Broken

Cage (Brooklyn Arts Press, 2014; finalist for 2013 National Poetry Series).

 His work has appeared in Arts & Letters Daily, Beloit Poetry Journal, BOMB,

Boston Review, Cincinnati Review, Colorado Review, Denver Quarterly, Gulf

Coast, Indiana Review, Prairie Schooner, Verse, among other journals. He is

managing editor for Noemi Press.
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Transom:
The triolet is an unusual form—in Anglophone poetry, anyway. What drew you

to this form for this project? Do you see a relationship between this form, or

formal poetry in general, and mental illness? 

 

Wood:
Oh yes, there is most definitely a link between the form and the subject

matter, as I am not a formalist poet by any means. The triolet was a complete

accident. Before I found effective medication, I had been writing poems that

were exceedingly long and highly associative; the language often was really

disfigured; to my mind, it reflected the sort of narcassist mania which

accompanies breakdown.

 

When I finally got the correct medication (it took three 3 years), I wanted to

use a form that would force me to be precise, to shut the fuck up, and to

reflect (and reflect on) the convalescence process. The discovery of the triolet

was just an accident, but I immediately knew this form was for me. The sonnet

is too built-up and controlled, often driven on rhetorical clarity. The villanelle—

even a really good one—is too calculated in its movements. Etc. etc. I wanted

a quick gut punch. 

 

The triolet—well, the form is a form of drowning. You can't transcend jack shit

and you can't build any authority because of its highly restrictive structure. I

found out right away that most triolets are delicate and often have a light or

wry touch. But then there are these triolets by Thomas Hardy, Joshua

Mehigan, and Anne Waldman that are so damn urgent and precise.

 

Unlike those writers, I lack the refinement to write metrically pure triolets for an

entire book-length sequence. BUT, I did think I could manuever within the

general spirit of the form. The result are poems where the language struggles

with its own authority and "meaning." The form reflected order and disorder in

the voice, often highlighted by heavy em-dashing.
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XL.
 

As the tapeworm is to our stomach, we are the parasite

to the chicken—we take the route of least resistance

and continue sustaining—host a shell, its ghost white

stomach blooming with worms—wriggling parasites 

these apologies we issue to the wind—like bright

lilies evicted from stamen—loved ones, let’s face fact:

our stomachs and mouths: unintentional parasites

we are chicken and we are shit; we sustain—and resist.
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V.
 

Better?—Remission?—what’s a name but a crater

whose bottom bottoms out—a buzzing some days,

a buzz-saw others—a social prosthetic—my mother

is no better—never a remission—her name a crater

I barf down deep—whoops, that’s my wife—a horror

showed—she shakes my shoulders—expletives fly

like a better name, a remission of what—a crater

bottoming out—buzzing—whose sum makes days?
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Gregory Lawless (issue 2, issue 7)’s poems have appeared in Pleiades, The

Journal, Sonora Review, The National Poetry Review, Sixth Finch, La Petite

Zine, Best of the Net, Thrush, Ilk, and many others. He is the author of I

Thought I Was New Here(BlazeVOX, 2009), the chapbook Foreclosure (Back

Pages Publishers, 2013) and Dreamburgh, Pennsylvania (Dream Horse

Press, forthcoming). He lives in Waltham, Massachusetts.
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Transom:
Much of your poetry draws inspiration from the peculiar mix of natural and

industrial beauty that is Pennsylvania. Do you perceive your speakers as

emerging "from the land," as it were, or as careful (sometimes ecstatic)

cartographers of a new landscape?

 

In other words, does authority in your poetry come from familiarity or from

distance?

 

Lawless:
It was a big relief to me when I reread these lines from James Tate’s poem

“Initiation” and discovered (stole) the title of my book: “How strange, / I

thought I was new here.” Tate’s uncanny reckoning, I thought, crystallized so

many of my griefs and fascinations about both Pennsylvania and poetry.

 Back in 2003 I moved to Factoryville, PA (roughly eight miles from my

childhood home in Clarks Summit) to live with my family for the summer

before going to grad school in Chicago the following fall.  Factoryville was new

to me, but not new at all.  It had all the familiar scars and gothic features that I

had known for so long, but everything looked more tedious and beautiful to

me during this time; I don’t know why—possibly because I was moving there

from Pittsburgh, and was easily spooked by my new and thorough solitude.  

 

After a false start as a pizza delivery boy, I took a job working graveyard shifts

in a CD factory, a scarce vestige of industrial work, so much of which is gone

now from Northeastern PA, or manifests only in ghostly wrecks of buildings,

old culm piles grown over with scraggy trees, guided mine tours and the like.  I

would drive home on Route 6 & 11 at 6:30 in the morning.  The hills were

clotted with mist from the creek.  There were dead deer flung in haphazard

contortions of martyrdom along the shoulder of the road.  The apoplectic

pickup trucks that rushed around me on the highway reminded me again and

again that this place was not mine.  But it was essential to me still.  I loved it

almost as much as I feared it.
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My speakers are outsiders.  They don’t belong where they love, if you’ll

forgive that grammatical jumble.  But they have a lifetime of observations on

which to draw in order to articulate their estrangement. They are above all

ambivalent.  They are cartographers of their confusion.  They are trying to be

reborn but they are no good at it; and for that reason, every potential moment

of rebirth lapses into (painful) memories of past lives.   They are ecstatic about

the prospect of leaving and returning but never about being where they are. 

 I’d like to go home, be closer to my family, be new there again, but I can’t.  I

can live there in my imagination, but not in fact.
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No Light. Tiny Warmth.
 

It was already noon on the second day when Jiggs 

opened the purse of his mouth.  Spitz walked three miles

with a lint sheet stuck to his trousers.  By then

we had already met the witch in the cottage

 

(who had a larger collection of literature 

than we thought useful).  Something

she gave us glowed or protected and in addition

she burnt the pheasant.  We spent the night by

 

the lake toward which all waters move.  “This place

draws me like a wound,” said Spitz.  “Imagine

the sound of bees,” said Jiggs.  “Bees inside a felt 

coat?” asked I.  “On the underbelly of an iceberg,” 

 

said Spitz, “those wings and that cold 

flush.”  “Then why did we leave?” asked 

Jiggs.  “We left because unstuffed from us

came clumps of feathered veins because

 

our lives held all the creases but no form.”

The third day possessed no roots.  Spitz quickly

unearthed it and from its branches we cudded

what tree gum we could.  For the first time a woman

 

chaffing wheat, etcetera, asked where we were going.

“My toes have the reach of an octave” said

Jiggs, hunched forward as though his arms hung

in twin slings.  A cyclops encounter passed
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the afternoon.  That night we ate no rabbit.

Spitz told all the jokes he knew in twenty

minutes.  We dreamt we waited for our mothers

while they shopped.  I lifted the door lock

 

up and down.  Jiggs pulled the ashtray in and out.

Spitz kicked the glove compartment.  On day four

the light was gauzy and happily the harpy fiascos

minimal.  What ones we met were love-marked

 

on the neck.  Skeins of wool for hands.  We politely

declined their touch but we desired it.  “Bees

in a librarian’s mouth,” said Spitz.  “Two thousand

traversing tapioca,” said I.  “Gun barrel,” said Jiggs.

 

One of us met an enchantress.  One of us, lost

in a cave, engaged a bat with arsenic fangs.  Time

sometimes pressed tight like a belt, sometimes

stretched wide.  In this accordion “I’m lonely

 

for loneliness,” said Spitz to Jiggs (who

kindly rolled away).  The fifth day a day

of pleasantries.  “My how the sun shines

brightly,” said Spitz.  “Delightful.   Just

 

look at the ocean.  Tremendous.”  There was

no ocean but we threw our heads back

for the salt air arms wide as we’d seen done

in musicals.  On that night we divulged
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our lives in glances. “Show us where your eyes

fell at the birth of your son,” said we to Spitz

and Spitz’s eyes roved back and forth slightly

like an unmoored boat in the waves.  “I miss

 

women with thick hair and the peach drapes

in the kitchen,” said I. “Think,” said Spitz, “Love

of your life asleep in the dark or love of your life covered

in bees asleep in the dark?”  Like magnets we pulled

 

cotton hairs to our breasts without the use of hands, watched

the red leaves fall on our behalf.  There was a sixth day

and a seventh.  “Grief and bees in a light bulb,” said Jiggs

and that was how we carried on.
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Greeting
 

Why hello, spaceship of light.

Hello glowing orb resplendent.

Hello sound marrowed through a soothsayer’s moon.

What does that even mean?

Hello cynicism.

Hello click of cicada wings against the fenders.

Hello face hung between us during lovemaking.

In greeting you each by name I acknowledge your presence 

and show you that I am not afraid of you.

Hello my own death.

Hello bludgeoned dove.

Hello turquoise tooth.

Hello violence done to women.

Hello Alamo.

Hello flag-wrapped babies committing hari-kari.

Hello sweet movement of the hips and apple juice.

Hello God.

Hello ocean and book.

 

I will not forget you the way I have forgotten 

the names countless streets on which I’ve lived.

Except for these: Thomas.  Hemlock.  Racine.

The way I have forgotten the backs of former lovers.

Except for these: the one with prominent ribs, 

the one with torn and hardened muscles, 

the one with moles growing in two vertical rows.

My fingers winding through the moles like clematis.
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Hello moles I will never touch again.

Hello parts of my childhood I thought I forgot.

Hello independent clause.

Hello ghost town with symbolic tumbleweed.

Hello to the rooster and to the rooster’s tin likeness.

Hello sparrow and crumb.

Hello Emily Dickinson, there at the window, shielding the view of the rest of

my life.

Hello hoop with no net.  Hello empty ring.

Most babies learn good-bye before hello.

Hello departure.

Hello fingers flapping up and down at the crease of the wrist.

 

Hello: meaning to fetch.

Hello: especially when hailing a ferryman.

Hello: rather than ahoy when answering the telephone.

Hello: in masking my disgruntlement.

Hello: as the stepchild of hallo.

Hallo: as in there goeth the hart, let us progress toward the hart, our lithe

sporty dogs lapping upon the heels of the hart, our bows aimed at the heart of

the hart.

 

Hello we said to her

when she had finished pressing her way out of me,

when she was slippery and wailing on my chest,

when no words sufficed but something had to be said.

Hello.
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Kaethe Schwehn (issue 2) studied creative writing at the University of

Montana and the Iowa Writers' Workshop.  You can find her poems in places

like Crazyhorse and jubilat and Minnesota Review.  If you want to read a story

she wrote, you could look in an anthology called Fiction on a Stick(Milkweed,

2009).  If you want to read a bad unfinished novel she wrote, you could look in

her bottom right desk drawer.  If you want to read an unfinished non-fiction

book about a village and a war and the end of love, you could look inside her

head.  You're quite the voyeur, aren't you?
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Transom:
Your daughter appears explicitly in "Greeting," and the fairy tale forms part of

the backbone of "No Light. Tiny Warmth." Is this gesture to address the child

or the childish an important part of your poetics?

 

Schwehn:
I think, at some level, all poems address the childish, simply because

oftentimes poems are a return to a language that is rhythmic or repetitive or

playful--a kind of experimentation with language that, in many ways, comes

much more naturally to children than adults.  So in that sense I always hope to

be childish.

 

In terms of content, "No Light.  Tiny Warmth" was actually written just after I

watched the "The Lord of the Rings" trilogy.  I was thinking about our cultural

and historical obsession with the hero's journey, often manifested as a

specific search for a specific item (a ring, a princess, pot brownies, whatever).

 I set myself the task of writing a poem about three characters on a perpetual

journey with no purpose.  No goal, no end, no bittersweet reunion with

Penelope.  
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"Greeting" was written after the birth of my daughter.  Sleep-deprived and

lacking motivation, the form of the anaphora gave me the solace of a

launching place for each line.  I didn't know the poem had anything to do with

my daughter until I got to the last stanza.  I consider myself to be an

imaginative and creative person, but the first year or two of a child's life do not

really involve getting to use these gifts for the sake of the child.  There is

instead a shit ton of repetition.  When the words finally come they are mostly

bricks: nouns and verbs that spark and then sit heavily with nowhere to go. 

 Ironically, much of my "childishness" had to be put on hold (mostly) for a few

months while I became the inhabitor of a very practical world.  But it's

wonderful too, to see language evolve.  My daughter created her first

sentence yesterday and it was ridiculously exciting--memory!  narrative! 

 huzzah!

 

I am very far away from the initial question.  Is the childish important? 

 Absolutely.  But as I return to the world of poems, I'm also loving the parental

control of form and rhythm and meter.  Maybe every poem is actually a

struggle between the parent-self and the child-self.  Wouldn't Freud have

loved that?
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Liquid Epaulet
 

I'm a frequent flyer

in my dreams, of his

mechanical 

birds, of his biplanes with veined, supple wings.

If wish-fulfillment,

why on this earth wake up?

Last night, at dreaming altitude, I cropped

up on his no-

fly list. His small hand, unfamiliar 

at first, wadded itself

over my mouth and nose, to suffocate, to insist

I return

to his Leningrad, and play in the rubble.

Hide-and.

He'd locked himself

in what was left

of the bathroom on the second floor. The water

pipes shorn

where the wall used to be.

Look up, kiddo, 

through the hole in the roof. Dream you're bronze, Lenin,

toppled – your sticky hand

pointing skyward. This way to the future, 

wide open.
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Henk Rossouw (issue 2) graduated in 2011 from the MFA Program for Poets

and Writers at the University of Massachusetts Amherst, where he currently

works as a lecturer in college writing. His work has appeared or is forthcoming

inThe Boston Review, The Massachusetts Review, Tin House, The

Threepenny Review, and The Virginia Quarterly Review. In 2009 he gave a

reading in Times Square as one of the winners of the Poetry Society of

America's Bright Lights Big Verse contest.
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Transom:
In this poem, your speaker wrestles with a nameless, increasingly powerful

"he" inside a quickly disintegrating dreamscape. Is the fluidity of dream

something that informs or inspires your work?  If so, what does dreaming

allow you to do in poems that a "waking voice" could not do? 

 

Rossouw:
My desire as a poet is surprise. So, yes, the fluidity of dream totally informs

my work, as it so often leads to surprise, especially if the poem gives us a

sense of being inside a dream rather than trying to represent it from the

outside. As much as I love cinema, it often fails to represent dreams visually

because it tries too hard to be dreamlike. When you're actually dreaming it

isn't dreamlike--it's excruciatingly real! Often as I am writing I have the sense

that I am chasing a dream that I can't quite remember. I'm thinking here of the

speaker in one of Rimbaud's Illuminations who chases a personified dawn, a

beautiful instance of writing from inside the dream. Rimbaud's landscapes are

so true to dream in that their simultaneous contradictions and visual surprises

can't be fully resolved in waking life. Some of his imagery moves so fast it is

impossible to visualize, only to experience it. This is dream. In the same way,

if things are going well, the ending of a poem is as much a surprise for me as

it is for the reader. That said, I very seldom write about dreams I've actually

had. Mostly I see dream as an approach. In the case of "Liquid Epaulet,"

however, the sense of wrestling with a nameless "he" is very much from a

dream I had, and it was a terrifying experience. The dream wouldn't leave me

and the poem became my response. I guess I like the result because not even

I could tell you exactly who that "he" is. Where the speaker and the "he" finally

end up--a metaphoric Leningrad--didn't stem from my dream, but

spontaneously emerged as I wrote. Another surprise.
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Brattleboro
 

This kidney center was once a foundry, 

it has machines that get dirt out of men.

This café was once an aviary, it has two 

 

teachers named Jess buttering madeleines. 

They pause to ask me for sperm. Younger 

Jess speaks most, and clear as a windlass—

 

she’ll come get my semen and put it in 

her wife. It’s true my chest was once 

a spinet. Pastor says he can hear children 

 

in me turn as I kneel. He’s pretty liberal. 

Decide you are perfect, he says, no point 

asking forgiveness if the good Lord 

 

won’t forgive. This station has always 

been a station. It has Marcel Duchamp 

arriving, surveying the white spires, 

 

the wide common. His first coming scared 

the Jesus out of us. I was twenty. Snow 

was stealing the edge of spring, or glazing

 

the gables, or maybe some yippies were 

tapping young maples. I was skilled 

in religious science, had commonsense 

 

from the farm. Look, I said, I know 

your plan for us. I led him to the futurity 

show where he’d counsel the breeders:
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Put versions of your calves in me, dedans,

dedans, dedans. The man was a mantra,

a truth in a birch. Now when he comes,

 

gals cross the Winooski to hand him

their earrings and fellas surrender their studs.

Smelt the gold, make us a calf, nous sommes

 

pour vous, pour vous!  The birds of Vermont

are loud and lovely. Marcel has touched our

Charolais and left in her a note. Conductors

 

need assistance, it says. Did Cybil

Shepherd call to apply? She’s a beauty.

It’s true her thigh was once a timpani.
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Abilene
 

We’ve tuned our thimbles

to some ungulate on a lawn. 

 

Something has stirred the

warren, some sect is rising.

 

We feel it populating, we

feel the ungulate aching. 

 

Are we arranged right?   

Mayor says probably just 

 

rabbits riffling the prairie. 

Still, he calls the tomboys 

 

who found that calf 

on her side by the sluice.  

 

She’d been exsanguinated 

and cleaned, her udders  

 

snipped like cactus fruits.

Aliens come to Abilene,
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take box elder and bluestem,

then drain the calves. Clabe

 

Merchant woke one morning

to find he’d divorced his wife.

 

He got up and baptized

his lawn, and Sheriff said

 

what’s municipal is allowed.

Take two cottontails and go.
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Avram Kline (issue 2) attends the MFA Program for Poets and Writers at

UMass-Amherst. Since taking leave of New York City where he is a
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Transom:
These poems take their titles from the names of small and large American

cities. How have these localities inspired your current project? 

 

Kline:
Well, you can’t beat the gravitas of city names. As titles, they enable me to

play with cultural expectations and authority. But I don’t have an agenda. I’m

just roving around, insinuating myself into foreign places—I’ve written around

thirty so far. 

 

I improvise from a kind of erratic historical research. I wrote “Brattleboro” after

driving up there and coming across a marker about John Humphrey Noyes,

who, in the 19th century, founded a doctrine called Perfectionism that held

Christ to have returned in 70AD, clearing humanity of sin. Perfectionists

around those parts would practice complex marriage and male continence—

variety in all aspects of life was virtuous, monogamy was sinful. It was a

release of art, a heresy full of optimism and desire.     

 

I’m drawn to the lore of a city’s birth. An official name may pay homage to an

historical event, or it may render, however crudely, a Native American word.

We’re as removed from these origins as we are from our own infancies, and

that's good for the poem. It leaves room to conjure, to operate on Richard

Hugo’s assumption that “Until I found it, no outsider had ever seen it.”
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I Want to Write a Hit Single
 

But the painting outside my window

has cloud all over its face

which distracts me from capturing

the ineffable again.  Sometimes

I confuse my poems by adding words

from a different poem.  This is no

way to get the kids dancing!

Suddenly, lawnmowers are all I think about,

mostly because of the constant ripping,

the way they leave the grass in shredded piles

every time I turn my back.  A shock

of bird shaped shadow traverses the ground

& lo I am trembling in the afternoon.

Still, I remember driving with Matt

& saying something something hit single

something something & then a tractor trailer

switched lanes without signaling.

This was a lesson about living in the moment

& it just made us crank the music louder

en route to wherever.  Which is the point,

really – that it didn’t matter where

we were going or how many snapdragons

stood in our way.  Maybe the equation

I’ve been trying to produce the answer to

is so simple that you know it when you look at it

& you can’t stop looking at it so that

you’re constantly alive with wonder &

confusion.  Think of that delicate span

of skin covering the trembling wrist bones

of the beloved.  Think of the matchstick

quickness inside us all when we flare.
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What Gives
 

How come the damp grass under my feet

is unlike my buoyant soul 

in that it is not screaming with each plod?  

 

Maybe I think it should react to pressure 

the way I do which is why you see these sparks 

fall out of my mouth each morning.

 

The springy heath, the springy heath.  

Thousands of dumb green blades bursting 

under my people feet because I am not strong enough

 

in my aching heart to be a butterfly dancing

over the clover.  I’m not airy enough to be the robin

in the nest, or shot out of the nest into the sky.

 

The nerve of some flowers to not be you, 

planted right next to me where it would do the most good.

Don’t we all need some loveliness 

 

in dynamic proximity?  Isn’t it always good to set fire 

to the wick?  The best thing about looking 

is the wide variety of surprises that pierce the wet 

 

& tender devices we use.  This purple pansy 

has a sunny head, embedded in purple, & so much yellower 

is the morning when it drifts into afternoon 

 

in the summer.  How come the calendar advances 

like a stoic mushroom?  How come it feels

like I’m figuring something out too slowly?
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Transom:
Your practice of identifying friends and colleagues by name in your work

reminds us of similar moments in the work of Li Bo and Tu Fu, two poets of

China's Tang Dynasty who were great friends.  Frank O'Hara and others of

the New York School also identified people by name in their poems.  What

doors does the specificity of naming open for you in your poetry?  Do you

think that "naming names" adds to, or detracts from, the accessibility of a

poem?  [Secret side question: is accessibility something you think about when

you're writing a poem?] 

 

Pritts:
Calling people & places by their actual names – whether it’s Tulip Street, or

Syracuse, or Matt – helps create a heightened degree of intimacy in a poem.

 Of course it’s bigger than that – since my conception of the poem is as a

PROCESS & not a PRODUCT, thinking & feeling & writing, so I populate my

writing with the things that are happening, the things that occur, & I’m always

thinking about my friends, or where I’m currently standing.  I hope, through

some kind of comic book physics, the power of this intimacy then initiates a

reciprocal vortex that allows YOU to trust ME – to be willing to follow along

with whatever I’m saying.  In the final analysis it’s not the NAMES that really

matter though.  To me, Matt is Matt Hart, a fun & frantic & serious nexus of

energies & associations, a person I love very dearly; maybe the reader knows

that, or maybe the reader just sees the name, “Matt,” & they also have a friend

Matt or at least also have FRIENDS who have NAMES, & can recognize the

nexus of energy & association that comes only from DIRECT HUMAN

INTERACTION.
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When I was a kid, I watched a show called Romper Room & at the end of the

show, the host would look out into the TV & say hello to all the boys & girls

she knew were watching her show: “Hello Scott; Hello Jennifer!”  Never “Hello

Nate!” I felt excluded by that use of names, but I can see now why – she was

trying to trick me, to try to get me to buy into the fantasy that she was talking

directly to me.  She was attempting to create a false intimacy that even at five

I recognized.  I can certainly recognize in some writing the conspiratorial,

backroom exclusivity of using names.  To me, it has more to do with staying in

the present moment as it unfolds, & trusting in the energy & power resident in

that moment to lead me to the kinds of insights I think are necessary for

Poetry.

 

[Secret side reply: I do not think consciously about accessibility when writing a

poem, but I think about it a lot when READING poems, & I think this

influences my writing in ways I don’t think much about.  I’ve gone on record

before as saying that a poem is what one beating heart says to another

beating heart, & I can’t think of anything more accessible than that.  Or, put

another way, does Prince have to think about writing a catchy guitar riff?  Or

do you think he just writes a guitar riff?]
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There is No Lake
 

A split branch twisted into torch. I wait

for music—poke apart the charred parts

and drag my letters through the ash.

By afternoon, it is the world that is on fire,

while my campsite darkens, a saucer of dim. 

So brightnesses reduce my eyes to listening: 

there’s the soft-water sound of paper 

being torn as geese touch down—

there’s the one syllable of their union. 

 

                     :: 

 

                  At a certain troubling,

water turns the dock below the dock

into a staircase, and then back again.

I go to have a look. My mother

is a wavering waving, taking a step,

and then taking it back. I ask her 

where is the book called Michigan

Esses but she has melted over spears

of lakeweed—she knows nothing

of Michigan Esses. A crow takes off

as she does, for the pine halls 

of the other shore. For tree-birds, it seems

so much of the world is unusable.
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Transom:
In your poem, senses and sense both get troubled, and that "certain troubling"

begets apparitions -- vision and epiphany. Murky perception is fruitful

perception. Bearing that in mind, what sort of clarity do you strive for in your

poems?

 

Hershman:
I write poems because I am in love with first moments. The fun, for me, is

inventing a new version of the world using only mental transport and intuition

for guidance. The less I know beforehand the better. So it is hard to say what

sort of clarity I strive for in a poem, since I don't often begin with anything as

translatable as an intention.

 

Sometimes the poems come more or less as transcriptions of monologues I

recite as I make them up. “There is No Lake” happened this way—it came

from a place of incantatory strangeness and curiosity. Basically, when I write I

just “go to have a look.” I have no idea what I'll find when I do, and many

times the result is not a finished (or finishable, for that matter) poem. I had no

idea that I'd find my mother in the lake or that she'd turn into the kind of bird

she did. Poems are just what happen when I'm lucky.

 

So if my poems seem to have a peculiar clarity (or lack thereof) I think it has

not so much to do with any conscious manipulation of language as it has to do

with a perceptual disposition that I try to hone. I value in my seeing many of

the qualities associated with clarity: directness, precision, and economy of

observation—these are what I strive for. But I generally find it too much a

contrivance to try and guarantee any of these qualities after-the-fact. I'm not a

very good editor. The syntax and diction I use come tacitly with the experience

and the deliberate aspects of my poems are generally limited to stanza and

line breaks and the removal of material that seems extraneous. So I guess

what I strive for really, is a disposition of perceptual readiness.
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from Sermons and Lectures Both Blank and Relentless
 

*****

 

Walked off a balcony Northampton,

Mass Two poems written on the backs

of my hands So much good

has happened, that now I want to sing it

I’m foaming at the foaming, which to me means

the sea, but somehow I hope it’s only typing

up a letter Friends with my friend

Mary Or Lily Or possibly the girl

with the crimson balloon Perhaps now

she’ll recognize herself or think I ripped

a hole in her secret-not-saying   Red shoe laces

and stealing an apple Brett’s in France,

nothing sinister about it He’ll be back in April

Pouring drinks over books I’m having a ball

I’m ill about heaven, both texture and preacher

The music so softly racing through me like a whisper,

haunting my feathers like an old elevator, crowded

with strangers, only never arriving Or rarely

and always too late or too early This afternoon

played hide and seek The power went out

for no reason I can fathom, and when it came back on

I felt the surge more intensely, so went looking

for to tell you And hit the ground running

And fell on my knees
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from Sermons and Lectures Both Blank and Relentless
 

*****

 

To live by the book The chicken to the ox

Suffering never stops, but one learns to muddle

through it, beyond it, to the next loving sermon

Cold rain falling Poplars and swingset

stock still in the calm The blanket

surrounds us The reckless driver fails to stop

What it means most occurs to us when life’s a picnic

turned to dust Ending something, something’s lost

The marching ants all leave the farm The voice

of the city Mile upon mile of a hard wooden people

Fiery furnace always seemed a better title, but

what’s truly important: keep a light
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Matt Hart (issue 2)'s most recent books of poems are Wolf Face(H_NGM_N

BKS, 2010) and Light-Headed (BlazeVOX, 2011). His next book, Sermons

and Lectures Both Blank and Relentless, will be published in 2012 by

Typecast Publishing.  A co-founder and the editor-in-chief of Forklift, Ohio: A

Journal of Poetry, Cooking & Light Industrial Safety, he lives in Cincinnati
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Transom:
These two poems come from your forthcoming book, Sermons and Lectures

Both Blank and Relentless.  That title suggests that there are important

differences between texts conceived as "sermons" and those written as

"lectures." But don't both genres use rhetoric in order to persuade or educate

the listener? What's the difference, for you, between a "sermon" and a

"lecture," and why have you brought these forms into dialogue with your

poetry?

 

Hart:
Can you believe that I’ve been avoiding thinking about this? I think I had to in

order to write the poems, but now that they’re written I definitely need to dive

into the wreck of it, these distinctions…
 

I guess my immediate response is that, while it’s true that both sermons and

lectures use rhetoric to persuade and/or educate the listener, their focus is

different. Sermons typically deal with moral/spiritual matters while lectures are

given in the service of elucidating, exploring, or intellectualizing the facts as

we know them (or so that we can know them better). Put another way,

sermons connect us to the Mysteries. Lectures connect our minds with our

bodies, our perceptions and experiences with explanations and reasons.

Obviously, this is an oversimplification. I’m not at all certain that there are

always such clear-cut distinctions between the two genres. And clearly in

these poems, one of my goals has been to blur/collage them together.

 

That said, what’s more important to me than the differences between sermons

and lectures is that the two aren’t typically rendered as poems. And yet, all

three usually involve a speaker and an audience, and, when they’re done well,

a call and response. There’s a rhythm/a music/a pulse to the delivery of any

one of them, and there’s a performative aspect as well, i.e. whether one is

giving a sermon, a lecture, or reading a poem, one has to be convincing in

order to achieve the desired effects.
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The other issue here for me is that I grew up in a sort of hellfire and brimstone

church where the preachers would, figuratively speaking, breathe fire. They’d

take a deep breath and then something bewildering would blast out of their

mouths—lions, demons, the Wrath of the Lord. It was scary and exhilarating,

and this had a lot more to do with the way they performed the sermons than

with their actual content (which I don’t remember/tried to forget).

 

As a teenager, I started singing and playing guitar in a whole string of punk

bands. My models were the Sex Pistols and Black Flag, The Germs and The

Dead Kennedys, Minor Threat and The Circle Jerks. All of these bands were

super high energy musically, with volatile, damaged and/or damaging

vocalists. Somewhere along the way it occurred to me that performance-wise

being the lead singer for a punk band isn’t all that different from being a

hellfire and brimstone preacher, or for that matter a really stunning lecturer

either. In particular, I had some Philosophy teachers in college who were

intense, wildly insightful and even bizarre in the ways they stomped around

and yelled and carried on in the classroom. They delivered the material like it

was the only thing that mattered. Ever.

 

In writing the Sermons and Lectures Both Blank and Relentless, I was trying

to find a form wherein I could deliver sometimes philosophical, sometimes

daily, sometimes inspirited and/or contradictory messages WITH FIRE—not in

that typical performance poetry sort of way—but with a sense ecstatic

abandon. I wanted to write poems that would allow me to shake myself out of

myself, to make the audience believe I might fly apart at any second—to make

them believe that they too might fly apart at any second, or transcend

everything wildly, with grace.

 

Of course, there are peaks and valleys. Dynamics are key. The two pieces in

Transom are a couple of the more measured pieces—though hopefully they’re

no less forceful, dramatic, punk as fuck.
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